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I
years, the United States has been a dominant force
in international shooting competition. This includes
such events as the World Shooting Championthe Pan American Games and the Olympic
Games.
You are starting a sport
that can, with study, practice and
work on your part, lead you
all the ,vay to the Olympics.
Competitive marksmanship does not require great physical size or strength. Even though
physical
and stamina are
mental qualities determine whether a shooter will ever
become a
Being able to
concentrate completely on a task and being
able to relax under pressure are two of the mental
keys to success.
See what you can learn from the following
stories which applies to you.

Marksmanship is a
part of our national
Our forefathers
the Revolutionary
War to gain their freedom as individuals and indeas a nation. ,Just a few years later the
United States of America ,vas called upon to
defend its newly-won independence in the
War of 1812.
In both of these ,vars, skilled
American riflemen played a decidrole. It is easy to understand
were skilled
marksmen during the
Revolutionary period.
They had to know
how to shoot accurately to put food on
the table
for
own protection. Marksmanship skills have
been valuable national assets.
There is still a need for these skills. Today
there is another call for
marksmen in the
sport of competitive shooting. In recent

of

Gary Anderson
Pretend it's 1956 and you're
up in the
isolated Nebraska farm
where guns are
used
one primary purpose: hunting. You want
to learn something about "target shooting," but it
seems as if no one in the area
has ever heard of such a
You can't find anyone to teach
you the sport. You don't know
what equipment you need and
can hardly afford it anyway.
And even if you do learn the
sport, there's no one in the area
you can compete ,vith.
Ifyou were in this situation,
it would be ridiculous for you to
ever dream you could 'win an
Olympic
medal for target
shooting. Right?
Wrong! Gary Anderson,
won two Olympic gold medals,
claimed seven World Championships and set six
individual 'World records. Don't tell this self-taught
Nebraska farm
it can't be done!
When Clary ,vas about
had tvvo avid
interests: guns and sports. He liked hunting and

appreciated the craftsmanship in firearms. He was
also a sports fan interested in all kinds of athletic
the
Gary was
, while browsing through a
gun
he made an exciting
discovery that would forever change
his life:
shooting was an
Olympic
"That was all the
inspiration I needed to get serious
about shooting," he recalls. "But I
lived in an area where there were no
gun clubs, no
no
assistance of any kind to
started."
His solution? He collected every
magazine article he could find on
target rifle "'"'"v,,u•i;.
the various
positions and
the
he would need. He
taught himself, as
he could, the techniques of
target .,,,,vv,,..,
Gary knew he wanted to become a
but he still
know how to make that
dream a reality. Finally he found an article in a
L'UVV'OAU,,-.
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he decided the best way for him
At that
the Army and
to reach his
request. an
at Fort
GA., home
of the U.S.
Marksmanship Unit i.A.lVllJ) and
the
international riile team. He tried out
for the team and \Vas
With a little more

19fi5 issue ofThe Ame1·ican Rifleman that
him a
to international success in the
It \Vas \vritten by a Russian named Anatoli
Bogdanov and
the
that
had made this particular Russian a ,vodd-class
shooter.
"Bogdanov
of
thousands of
,vithout live
rounds and dry-firing (
ammunition) for hours and
"Anderson says.
''His article made me realize the commitment
necessary to become a world
That ·was
the standard after ,vhich I chose to pattern
. hmvever, couldn't afford "thousands of
rounds" of ammunition for
So he
"I
an old,
.22-caliber rifle
and every day I
from the time I got home
from school until supper, and then
after
supper. '\:Vben I ,vas a senior in
school, I was
putting in three to friur
of
each

1\:159 and competed in the Pan American Games,
where he ,von his first two international medals-a
bronze for 50-meter. three-position
and
a silver for :300-meter
In 1960 he went
to his first Olympics as an alternate on the U.S .
team. In 1962 he won four
medals at the World
In I H6:J he again went to the Pan
Arn Games and
horne two
medals.
The high lights ofhis illustrious
however, ,vere the 1964 and 1H68 Olympic
Anderson vvon gold medals in both!
Some
might say the odds were against
Olympic medalist.
lacked
fine

He then went to the
range v,ms open for fout hours a day, and
nearly all his free time
practicing and
his craft. By now he ,vas
every
local
but he ,vas still a virtual ·'unknmvn'' in
the world of~.~,,= .,.,-,n

did possess the most important element of all:
determination. Once he'd
he wanted to
become an Olympic champion, he didn't let

hirnt

at
Pat
was
18 years old when she
won an Olympic gold medal in air rine at the 198,J
Olympic Games.
Eighteen! That's a
up
Friday night movies and
and
your
time
at a rifle range instead. But as Pat
looks back on it no;;,;,,,
that
gold
medal was wen worth
the sacrifices.
Besides, by the
time she was eighteen,
shooting
and
winning-had become
a way of life for her.
She'd
been
doing it for about nine
years.
"My dad managed
a sporting goods
explains
of
1vfontana.
The local gun club had
up a poster in the
all
junior shooters to come to the range and shoot on
a
night reserved
for them.
dad

thought that sounded like a good
so he took
my brothers and sisters and me dm:vn there. That's
how 1,ve
started."
At that time, she \Vas
smallbore
rifle. and with minimal success. Tn fact, she \.Vas
to quit
after she'd

much more fun for me to go to
slumber parties like the .rest of
my friends"
She ·was
nine years
old then. "But rny dad figured
that if my older brothers and
sisters coulddoiL I
could
too," she recalls. Her mother also
Pat to stick with it.
"She \'vouldn 't let us
new without
Pat says.
time she \Vas ten. Pat was
matches. "The first real match I shot was
1- 2

I ,vasn't a prone
don't
shooting prone-but my coach made me shoot
all Jffone in that
and I ,Non
default." No
one else in her age group
Vlhich was
called "Sub-JunioL'' had entered that particular
match.
she
sectionals~
matches ,,vith more "on the line."
the time
on a National
the Sub-Junior
awards.
Pat reached a
three years
lat.er in 1981. She'd been
air
in
and at age fifteen she shot
for the U.S. Air Gun Team. "I was
one person avva_y from
that
and
made me mad to come so close and still
n:1iss outY sheo says. "I felt I should have been on it.
then. I
be on the next
a

nervous ifTm
Lo catch up, or if I'm
do." And that

however, that she'd v./cm the
it didn't even matter to
wasn't as
as
to the absolute best of my

her to becorne the best in the
to be
at
to be it. Once
team, I felt a trenrnndous
I made the
my
and \Vin medals for our country."
Pat advises
IAl'hathad

In 1982 she vms selected
Team. From there on, her
and Pat
well on her way to an Olympic Gold
On that fateful
in
with every one of her 40
"I fired my first shot and said to
;39 more of these to
rm a very conscious shooter;
I'm very aware ofvvhat's
on around me while
I'm
, she felt extreme
pressure; after
,vorld vrns u,,,,.,.,..,,,,
her shoot and the United States -vvas depending on
her!
But Pat feels the nervousness actually
that
"If
not afraid of nerves,
don't hurt you at all. In fact, I think nerves make
you a little more mvare of vvhafs
make you a little sharper

nc.:nn'"'"

,valk up to the
ones.
As for sacrifices like
"After I started
it
became
I made new friends 'who
vvere all connected ,vith the
became
an
of my life."
four years of ,,u,nc,"'"'
on
at Murray State
in
, she moved to
where she nmv assists with the
program. Her life is
So don't talk to Pat
she puts
never a sacrifice!"

\\Then Lanny
Bassham was in
he
noticed that kids
who found
they were
seemed to have
more fun. He de-

about sacrifices ..As
you

natural athletic
Not even a little hit. He
was
than rnany of his
and he
lacked coordination. As he
race in my life. I ,vasn't even
a
become a ·winner He craved the
winners l'eceived. He wanted to share in it so
that he tried his hand at a number of

that he wanted to
find such a
But there ,vas a
. Lanny
wasn't blessed with

He was the last person
alternate
field:' he

Little SJ"'-''-~v
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Shooting Team. But the dream quickly turned into
a nightmare when Lanny got to the firing line and
found himself so ovenvhelmed by match pressure
that he was unable to perform anywhere near his
capability.
I felt like my world had ended," he recalls. "l
had failed my country, rny family and myself. Ten
years of training had not prepared me for that
day." He still managed to win the silver medal. He
resolved to return to the Olympics and win the
gold. "I knew," he adds, "that I'd need a mental
game plan."
He set out to discover the psychological secrets
of winners. He searched for an expert who could tell
him how to be mentally prepared and how to
control match pressure.No one had a simple answer,
but he managed to glean bits and pieces which he
eventually fit together in his own mental training
program, "Mental ]i;fanagement." He discovered
that, having long since mastered the physical
mechanics of good shooting, the mental mechanics
were every bit as important.
His shooting took a quantum leap forward. In
197 4 he set a smallbore national record, that stood
form ore than 12 years. He won 15 medals, including
eight gold, at the World Championships in
S""ritzerland. But it was 1976 in Montreal, when
Lanny truly fulfilled his life long dream; he won an
Olympic gold medal. This time he performed like a
true champion. He was calm, relaxed, and ready.
He knew while he was shooting that "The Gold"
would be his.
As if that weren't enough, he went on to repeat
his gold-medal performance two years later at the
World Championships in Seoul, Korea. Since then,
he's been teaching others how· to achieve their goals
using the same mental training techniques that
helped him win the Olympics.
Lanny Bassham is proof-positive that anyoneshort, tall, big, small, fast or slow-can be a winner.
AB you have to do is set your mind to it!

baseball, you know that's where they put their
worst player. And I was the alternate!"
Finally one day, a friend told Lanny he was
going to the rifle range. Lanny often relates the
fateful conversation the two shared that day .... I
asked him, "Rifle shooting? What's that?"
''It's an Olyrnpic sport," he said. An Olympic
sport'? I was interested!
"Te Ume, "I asked, "how strong do you have to be
to be a rifle shooter?"
"You don't have to be strong!" he said.
"How tall do you have to be to be a rifle shooter'"
"You don't have to be tall!"
''Tell me, how fast do you have to be to be a rifle
shooter"
"You don't understand," he replied. 'You don't
have to be tall or strong or fast. i-\.U you have to do
is stand still."
"Great!"I exclaimed. "An Olympic sport where
all you have to d() is be still! I've finally found
something? I can be good at!"That was the beginning
of my shooting career.
With his father's encouragement, Lanny tried
shooting and was delighted to discover a sport at
which he was "average." He stuck with it and
became better and better. When the other kids
were going to movies, Lanny \';·as practicing. He
realized that if he truly dedicated himself to the
sport, he could become far above average and even
win matches. When he was 15, he accompanied his
dad to the National Rifle Championships at Camp
Perry, Ohio, where he won the "HPR ,Junior
Championships. He excelled on the high school
smallbore team, and traveled on to the collegiate
level. After four years as an NCAA All-American
shooter, he joined the Army and ,vas assigned to
the Al\.'[U where he trained daily with the Army's
international rifle team.
The training and discipline he gained paid off.
In 1972 he realized a childhood dream and made it
to the Olympics in Munich as a mern her of the U.S.
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can
Enclosed spaces are
available which can be
and
converted into
a safo air rifle range. This makes it easier find a
to shoot an air gun. And
deal less
than the
of bullets.
\Vhen you consider that it takes the very same
skills to fire an air gun with
shoot a
you can see
national and international
shootthe.ir

Tbe
way to
and transit is to use a hard shell case that is lined
·with two
rubber. When
the

,Just the
,vorth the investment. A case vvith a metal shell
deal more.

from their

Soft leather or canvas gun cases
httle or no
to a rifle
to
the finish from
uauu,;;c:,u in a soft
case.

could learn gun

several national
tions have established tournaments which limit
to
These
limits encourage more
and it
allows all who enter the tournaments an
do well based on skill rather than

follow-on programs
Guard and the American

Position Air Rifle

\Ve have established tbat tbe rifles used in our
level program will be .177 caliber air rifles
manufactured in the United States with a cost to
affiliated
or their mE•mbers not to
exceed
The rifles must come
'With a
hooded front
for
may not be break barrel rifles as
to load and
in

are made of sheet steel and
come in many different sizes. 'When
a
you should make sure that the face or
of the
is
to
hold
the 10-BulU\R-5/10 Air Rifle
which is 10.5"
wide and 12"

be used in the program if
ments spelled out above. All UB. manufacturers
are invited to submit air rifles for test and evaluation for use in this program.

Mat
mat is needed for comfort and stain the prone and
Its dimensions should be about 30" wide and about 72"
and no more than about 3/4" thick. A
mat may be
from a
house for about

Most

A
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Pellet

carpet r;ir
a brand new
down to the

size.

may be obtainC'd for as little as
a
pair. Regular
with
resistant lenses ,vill run about $18.

stores will
you
that can be cut

Hearing Protection

is not a
rean air rifle. ll is, however, essential \,vhen
a fi1varm. As a result, some shooters who switch back and forth
bet\iveen air guns and
guns will \Vear ear
protection
both
of shooling so that one
or the other vvill not fed rnvkwarcL

level programs.
are
juniors ma:y quickly outgrmv
and their purchase can wait until an individual n,aches an
advanced skill level. Additional S\veatshirts may
be worn at the option of the shooter to absorb pulse
beat. No boots or shoes
than lhe ankle are
allo,ved. Most
shooters fire in a comfortable

Kneeling Roll

The kneeling ml! is an essential piece of perboth for comfort and for
position. A
roll
for about $16 from a shooting
house or
be made at home for
about $2 in materials

Shooting· Glove
\Vithout a
a
may
cause discomfort as it extends across the back of
the hand that
the rifle. It may also provide
to the 1·if1e. A
may be
supply house fbr about
tvw to three dollars
a pair may also be used.
use a 1Nork
the
the knuckle should be cut off the

Pellets

Pelk1ts in .177 caliber are available at most
hardware stores and discount store~ ,vhich sell ai.r
rifles. You should
around as the price may
vary
from store
store fi,r the same product. Pellets used in target
have a !lat
nose, so that
make a clean "corable hok in the

Shooting Glasses
One of the most essential

Three different
are used in this prn·
gram;
are the Air Rifle
Target . AR ;:'1/;5
and AR ,5/ IO (the number after the slash
the number of bulls i'.
are not
able
mav be obtained from
firm,, that print
You
the best

should wear some form of shatter
while
resistant

2- 2

Miscellaneous Items
You will need some method of elevating your
trap-about 16" for prone and more for the
other
Milk crates or boxes may serve this
purpose.
A piece of 1/8" vmod dm•lcl is useful in removing
pellets without damaging the ban-el.
You should obtain a
notebook for
this handbook, your
in the BMC, and
to keep track of _your scores and
data.
Sources of
See back cover for information on firms \vhich
can provide
al1 your
needs.

BLINDER TEMPLATE
Chapter VI for use)
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CHAPTER III

Gun Safety and Range Commands
Competitive
is the safest of' all
competitive sports. No other sport has a lower rate
ofinjury to either participants or spectators. There
are two reasons for this remarkable fact First,
safety is taught from the moment a nevi shooter
enters a shooting program.
salety rules
are stringently enforced on all properly run ranges
- from the local shooting dub to the Olympics.
The genera]
does not seem to be avvare of

Teen dead from
shooting mishap

16, a Shreveport
formerly lived
attended

in Carlton
High School 1Nas
a shooting incident
tovvnhouseon Miller Circle in
According to police
Carlton juveniles
15 to ] 7, one of
whom lived at
Miller Circle
tovvnhouse,were
a .44 caliber magnum rifle at about 3:30 p.m.
The
youth and fourotherteenagers arrived to visit the townhouse
resident and knocked on the front
door.

the serious consequences resulting from a lack of
knowledge about guns. nor is there a proper r,;,,n,,,,.,
for the
danger involved with the unsafe
of guns. Because of ignorance or
thousands of tragic accidents occur
every year with r.,'llns that result in
or death.
These points are'
in the ne\vspaper
articles shown belmv.

Gun Safety Lessons Come Hard
Donal~i K. l.ari-;i:m
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"Unloaded guns" cause accidents
BRL'CE SI\UTH, Slaff writer

cops
tht:· m.;111 ~h1-"i1ving ~un tc. d friend ,vhu i·21
i~ unlo~1ded. f-],,.Y~\'C·\'<!::.'t, •.-vht:·n be
tht:
,:11'.:-,1_)

up

firearm. cocked it
it at the front door. \Vhen
,valked in, the
pulled
in the head. He
was dead on arrival at ACCESS.
Police ruled thedeath.;1ccidental and
said no
would be filed in the
incident.
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ddler dies of revolver "round

By Joe Nawrnzki
News American Staff
Damon V1/i!liams had
spent a lot of time inside
recovfrorn an automobile accident. /\nd
when

It wen1 off while he was handling it in the
basement of his northweq Baltimore home,
and he died from the wound.
Poli1x were
lodetenninr where
the gun came from and\, ho owned iL Mem-

ber,. of the diiltfs family say it

lrnYc

Danmn \Villi ams found

apparently
3- 1

.

The most common refrain
a gun
accident is, "I didn't knmv the
said
with remorse and stunned
1'here is one
cardinal
of
handling - Treat every
as ifit were
would follow
of accidents could be avoided.
At home, make sure that
are stored
where
can't be
children too
understand and-··~·~+·~~

• Lack of concern for
involved in the careless

..

gun unless you
range officer or the
in command
line. In~··=+,,,."
touch your gun while smneone is

of how a gun operates .

Gun
know,
understand
are to be a
citizen are shown on the back cover.
Four
Rules that vou must dernonstrate that you
know before you ~;:l.n handle a gun in this course
are:

,vith the
instructor, you will soon
learn to follow these rules without conscious

lhe muzzle in a safe direction.
that is ·'down
tmvard
up.

commands are the instructions
the range officer to effect the
and safe
of the range. Some of the terms may
at first but you vvill soon learn to
properly to each command. In
even learn to
them
sequence of commands lbold
below followed by the action

THE LINE
NO LONGER SAFE. YOU MAY
HANDLE YOUR RIFLES. THIS WILL BE
THE
OF FIRE.
Shooters prepare for the course of fire
in the command.

IS THE LINE READY'?

RELAY ONE TO THE FIRING LINE.
Shooters go to their

line is

GO FORWARD AND HANG YOUR TARGET.
Shooters go down range,
and return to their firing
shooters have

their
vVhen all

raise a hand and call out
are
, remain silent.
the range officer will
allow time to
. ¥lhen the
the range officer \,,iJl call out

THE LINE IS READY,
YOU HA.VE
guns and start
allov,red time i or in an
office commands

3 2

THE LINE IS SAFEt GO FORWARD AND
REPLACE (or REMOVE) YOUR TARGETS

CEASE FIRE. CLEAR AND GROUND ALL
RIFLES. MAKE THE LINE SAFE.

Shooters must stop firing immediately, pull
the bolt to the rear, and ground their rifle. If
you still have a loaded rifle, you must take
the additional step ofraising your hand and
calling out "Loaded Rifle!" The range officer
will give you instructions on what to do next.
v\'hen all guns appear to be cleared (actions
open and unloaded) and grounded, the range
officer will ask

Target exchange should be done quickly
without visiting with other shooters. More
shooting time is lost because of slow target
exchange than any other reason.

Y.-le are back at the start of a new sequence
and the range officer ,vill start a nevv seiies of
instructions or tell you to remove your gear from
the line.

IS THE LINE SAFE?

One last thing you should know about range
commands. 1-\nyone on the firing line, even a
spectator, may call out "CEASE FIRE!" if a life
threatening situation is observed.

Silence indicates that the line is safe (all
guns grounded with actions open and
unloaded). If there is any unsafe condition,
a shooter should raise a hand and call out
"Not Safel" When the safety problem 1s
resolved, the range officer will say
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ii is very
you )mow ho,,· it works and
. The parts ufthe air rifle·
you must be familiar

ff you are
use .vour air rifle
ho,v to take care ofiL That is the purpose of this
,vith are sho,v11 twlow:
BOLT

RECEIVER

BARREL

BUTI PLATE
.,.,-:..~--/'C

~.-;_:--::..---...--~

---~
.....

FOREARM OR FORE END

MUZZLE

REAR SIGHT

FRONT SIGHT

HEEL OF STOCK

y

y
y
y

PISTOL GRIP

+

TOE OF STOCK

amount ol' air i;;

m chamber. Your
th,, amount of air in the
chamber. Failure to
extend the pump hc:rndle
and pause for one full s1.:c,cond may result in a

recomrnended li:ir use in
level
are the
lWodels
85:3 and 958. These guns were sp]ected for their
moderate
and function. Tl1e f):3'.'s
is the same as the 85:3
that it
a stock
that is more suitable for

853/953 SPEClFICATIONS
Action:
Pw,unwtic
stroke pump boll:
Ammunition:
.177 cali
Barrel:
Rilled steel

it refers to
rifles as
stroke pump." This nwan,c; the
gas 1air, ,vhich is
stroke of the pump handle. Trw air is
in the chamber under pres:-sure unt.il you
. The
air which
rifle. The muzzle
as it leaves the bane! 1
upon the amount of
in the
chamber: more air
in rhe chamber re,~uJL;;;
m more
and less air in less
It is very
that the muz:de
be consistent from shot to shot. Actual
as con,;istent

:\Ianual
l!ooded front
inserts. Fully

peep

witJ1 rnicTOmf'ter calihrations.

5.G lbs. 1:2.ti

3!) inclws

Muzzle

How you pump the, rit1e ,vill affect the accuracy
of the riflE,.
you pump the rifle, rnea:-sured
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of the rifle and a reduction of accuracy.
Therefore, vvhen _you pump:

• Pause for one full second
with air.

In time, you will be able to duplicate the
execution of this action almost
each time
you do it.
If you pump the lVIodel 85:1/95:3 more than once
without
iL you will noL
additional
pressure nor will you
the
any
in the rifle is released v.rl1en you extend the pump
handle.

the pump fills

" Then close the pump handle in one
motion.

take the rifle out ofa g,un case or
out of a storeroom, the first
you should do is
open the bolt ifit is not
open. After you fire
a shot, the first
you do is open the bolt.
we start the follovving
sequence ,vith the
that the bolt is
already open.
One. PU1\ilP

is dosed.

Step Four. AII\·I

m a safe
ful
extend the
pau;,;e
one
and close
the pump handle.

in later
chapters

Five. FIRE

Two. LOAD

SKIRT

Six. OPEN BOLT

NOSE

PELLET ENLARGEMENT
Place one
on the
rarnp. Make
sure that the nose I solid
I of the pellet is
toward the rnuzzle and the skirt to
the rear. Iftlw
is not
properly,
rotate thE• rifle and allow the
to foll out
of the rifle into your haml - then start again.

Pull the hoh V.1 the rear until it
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"ALL RIFLES ON 'fHE FIRING LINE ARE TO
BE PUT ON SAFE."

range. To
are not
down range unless all bolts are
open and all rifle are i,.,•-rom1ded. In
a rifle ,vhile there are
down range.

To
button

There may, hmvever, be unusual circumstances
which
therifle's
devicetobeused. In

Because there is no powder u,cuuL<,
do not need as
firearms. Your air rifle should be cleaned about
every 500 to
rounds. To clean your rifle
obtain some .177 caliber felt
pellets., Put
of 30
motor oil on a
and then
barrel. A straightened paper
the felt
to load
oversized and tend to
go in at an
which canjam them in the barrel.
Fire a second oiled felt pellet dmvn the
then firE'
felt
down the barrel until

Then
the red
near the stock from
The button now
on
will be black. Then--"····~
from the

come out clean and
the felt pellets into
a
rags will make it easier to find them
are clean. Never fire the felt pellets at
another person as
as
as
a lead
Do not use a
solvent when you
are
of
a diesel reaction
oil or
solvent vvhen mixed ,vith air may self-ignite under
,vhen the rifle is pumped.

Malfunctions in the
are 'When
your rifle won't work or won't work as it should.
Common
are:
Seals.
every air rifle vvill al some time
a
seal. This may be the result of a
small nick m the seal or a
of dirt
the seaL VVhen you have a
hear it if the range is
indication of a leak is an obvious loss
in the rif1e. If a seal needs to be
to send the gun
to the
armorer is available
. the
\,lill do it fot you at no cost.

Double

If two
are loaded
you may be able to fire them out - the
is
low hits on the
A barrel
obstruction may also result from
than
u.a.,u,~;,;c may be done to the
The best
for
a barrel obstruction or a double load is to
of 1/8" wood dowel down the barrel
from the muzzle. The dowel should be smaller in
diameter than the bore and about two inches
than the barreL
as the metal
can harm the accuracy of the gun.
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Standing
In
a
your goal is to construct
a device ,vhich ,viH allov" you to hold the rifle
immobile as
while you aim and cause the
freedom to choose
you
select steel and concrete.
Your "hold" lho,v still you can
the rifle while
and
J would be
but
unfortunately, it is against the rules.

you are limited to bone,
materials.
Actually you are
build three
- prone,
\Ve are
starting ,vi th the standing
it is the
least stable and it forces you to learn to deal with
immobility. Because a
in not allmved in
standing and the fact that it is the most natural
it is the quickest and easiest to assume.

the Standing Position
All descriptions of position in this
will he
of shooters firing with the stock in their
shoulder and aiming with their right eye. Those
from the left shoulder should reverse all
directions. It may be
for individuals firing
from the left shoulder to go
the position
descriptions
a pen or
to
the
words
to left and
to
The critical elernents of the a ~ c u a u u.._ position
are as foUovvs.
1. Feet a comfbrtable shoulder width
pointed 90
a'way from the
evenly distributed over both feet.

4. Left arm carries the
of the rifle. The
upper left arm rests on the rib cage. The forearm
comes straight up frorn the elbo,v to support the
rifle. This is the most difficult part of the standing
position for the new shooter to become comfrwtable
vvith.
5.
elbow extends out from the shoulder
and the hand exerts
pressure lo snug the
stock into the shoulder

the

6. Head erect or
frJ1·,vard I should
not tilt to either side). The stock rests high in the
shoulder
the
up to the eyeR
to
from tipping the head fonvard to aim.

:3.
should be level. Any bend needed to
balance the rifle should be above the

7.
from the front. there is a
line from the left
down through the vvrist,
to the foot.
hip, and

2.
knees.

should be

,vi th out

5-

just forward of the
just fonvard of
the g1m should be
muzzle
are
variations ofleft hand
rifle: you should use the one needed to
rifle up to ey<> level.
are illustrated below:

should

Or over the heel of ;/our hand with
relaxed.
You
have
hold
\vill take care of that.

a clenched fist.
this nH:>thod will use a shoot-

A "V" formed

your
several weeks until you find all the
that
for comfr)rt and at the same time
allow you to have the best
hold - as
motionles:,; a;:;
You mu;;!, however, come
to
·with the fart that in
you ma_v
never achieve

.vour thumb and

..
the most out of your
time. l.VIost shooters think that the fastest \vay to
(or bullets.I as
can.
most of the time,
how to fire bad shots.
a bad shot and it
what they are
on paper. the more
tool .vou have is
The most
rnaster the fundamentals and learn the
be
fire that will
less than 50t~ within a year.
fire but the most

bad

No bad

subconscious skill .
In
fire. work to do your very best on every
_vour follo,v
feast on your success
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a dead center shoL and ,vhen
·That is like me'"

CHAPTER VI

Aiming and Trigger Control
Aiming and
control are the two most
important fundamentals you must understand and
master to fire an accurate shot. Before we start

there is a great deal to learn about your
eyes.the process of
and trigger control .

Vision

Dominant Eye Exercise

There is no such lhing as "perfect vision."
term "20/20 vision" means only that a person can
read the alphabet letters 8.7 millimeters high from
a distance of 20 feet Anyone without serious eye
defects can usually have 20/20 vision, either
naturally or with the help of prescription lenses. Jf
you need glasses, get them; some of the world's best
shooters wear correcrive lenses. \Vith or \Vilhout
corrective glasses, you must have good vision and
your eyes must be used
if you are to aim
each shot to the best of your ability.
Protect your vision by always wearing

glasses with impact-resistant lenses while
you are shooting.

1. Pick a small object on a \Vall some
distance from you such as a light s,vitch.

Dominant Eye

2. Face the
your an11s.

People are called right or left-handed,
depending on which hand they use most frequently.
You also have one eye that does most of the work.
It is called the dominant eye. You must know which
eye is dominant since it \Vill affoct, the way you aim
and hold the rifle. If you don't al ready knmv which
is your dominant eye, perform t.he steps in the
Dominant Eye Exercise (to the
You should
know which
dominant eye before proceeding
with your reading.

and extend both of

3. With both eyes open. form a tight
circle around the object with your thumbs
and index

The dominant eye is the brain's primary source

for the visual image of ,vhat we see. The non-

dominant eye is used primarily for depth perception
or our sense of direction. Both eyes together
us
a reference point for our sense of balance, as you
,viH see when we start working on position shooting.
ilJl
shooters should learn to shoot a
rifle ,vith the stock in the shoulder on the side of
their dominant eye and aim with their dominant
eye, regardless of,vhich "handed" they are.

4.
sure you continue to look at
the object with both eyes open, drmN your
back to your face.

5. You will be looking through the circle
at the
with your dominant eye.
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one
such as a
a few seconds, you
into your eye and see a
image of the
when you
to the side. It is
for shootets to avoid this fixed

learning ho,v to use your eyes
can see better and work them
the
outlined below.
a.,.,,,..,.,.,. ... Head Position. Keep your head as
to a position which allows your
eyes to look
forward from the eye socket.
To illustrate the penalty for not
this,
your eyes as far in one
as you can
I up, dovm, right or left1 in the eye socket.
you will feel a strain on the eyes. The closer you can
your head so that your eyes are looking
forward from the eye
the more
relaxed your e,ye muscles will be. It is
to tilt
your head forward slightly, but
resist
it to tilt to the left or
your sense
Both
Your eyes are
to
work together as a team and there is a "sympathetic
reaction" betv,reen each of your eyes. If you do
to one e,ye, it will also affect the other eye.
This is illustrated by the follo,ving interactions
between the eyes:
" Close one eye and you ,viH soon feel the
muscle strain of
the other eye open .
.. Cover one eye, blocking out all
and its
vvill dilate (open up). The other pupil remains
closed to block out some of the
This
results in tension between
and eventual
e_ye fatii;,rue.
'"
a small piece of dirt in one
eyes, both eyes will t1ood with tears to vmsh away
the irritation that is in
one of your eyes.
\Vhen
your eyes 'livork best if they are
as
fo1·ward as
both eyes open,
while
the
with the dominant eye
may cause you to see a double
Double vision
can be
solved by
a blinder.
A blinder can be mounted on the
to block your view of the
eye. It should be made out
of material which will allow
to pass through
but not allow
it. Most
milk
are
out of a translucent
material which can be used for a blind€:r. Cut a
to block your view while
a small hole on one side of the
blinder so that it can be
on your rear
Unscrew the pPep
mount the blinder on the
threaded extension and then scnYw thP peep
back on.

can
hinder your.~"'""'"''
avoid fixed
you need
shift your vision every four or five seconds.

relief is the distance between the eye and
the rear
on a shooter's
build and
this distance is
h~lo to
five inches. Strive to achieve an eye relief that is
and allows you to see a circle
as you look
to maintain t.he same
eye relief from shot to shot and to find an eye relief
that allows you to
your head as erect as
possible
the shooting process. If you get
closer to the
than 2", the line of white around
the front
and more difl1cult to

2TO 4 INCHES

Relief

and the front
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with respect to
and the rear
the front
your eye.
\.\{hen you
your eye 2·· lo 4" from the rear
you ,vill find that the small hole is
enough to look through and see all of the front
This is \Vhat you see vlhenyou have achieved
proper sight

\Ve have discussed the eyes rather thoroughly,
Before
into
let's examine
the other bvo elements of the
front

and rear

The front
on the Daisy
85:3/95:3 i;, hooded: this is a feature found on most
riOes to shield the front
from overhead or side
a short
it is ;;;upported
a slender base which
is attached to the rifle barreL The hooded front
will look like this:

REAR SIGHT

\

\LINE OF WHITE
sight
is a matter
the front sight hood in the rear
The hood ,vm
not quite fill the rear
and you will be able to
see
around the outside of the hood; ,ve call this
a "line of white"" To
your sights properly
aligned, the line of white must be equal on all
sides.

There are c<everal types of im,1°rts which can be
used with tlw front
but
the aperture
insert is di,-eusst·d hen, as it is favored
shootc•rs. The size ofthE·
can
be changed tn vary the amount of I
hnlL

Sight Picture
To obtain sight picture, simply add a
to the innermost
Your goal during the
process is to maintain proper
the bull centered in the front sight. \\1hen
you can achieve iL
picture ,.vill look like this:

APERTURE INSERTS
The insert
into a slot in the
hood. \oVith the
in;.;talled, tlw front
the illustration on the right.

Rear Sight. Tlw

of the rear
\vhich ,:,·ou
look
is tlw peeµ
lt is a small disk
about the size of a penny ,vith a very small hole in
iL

The ultimate goal is to have all the circles in
even some Olympians can
and hold it for no more
than a fo,v seconds at a time.
To a shooter who is concentrating on sight
alignment. any movement of the rifle while aiming
\vill make it appear as though the bull is
around within the front
aperture" This
movement of the bull should not overly
beginning shooter.

ELEVATION

NO\v let's

R!!nr

NOTE: Gary Anderson
using a front
aperture that will
you a light ring around
the bull which is one-half the ,vidth of the bull.

discussion of
process. Remember
beh11een
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control is the act
fire vvithout
a reflex action ,vhich you don't
about as you are
\Vhen all of the conditions
are
)'Our
will move on subconscious command.
control involves the

" As your
<the circles
become more
increase your
pressure on the
until the shot fires. This
increase in pressure may take from three to
five seconds and the exact

"You n:mst
for one additional
second after the shot breaks. There should be no
relaxation of your hold when the shot breaks and
this includes all your efforts toward
the
best

()

" The instant the shot
make a mental
of your
and based on that
image, call your shot
tell
the shot went on the
You can't
until you have zeroed your rifle hut you should
learn now that
the shot" is a
of the
control process.
control is
but as you learn to
find that
control
process that flows from start to finish.

Only the rear
aperture and front
hood are '"''~""''°'°

Sight

Error and Results

4

FOLLOW-THROUGH
COMPLETED

RIFLE FIRES

---

3
2
1 -

__

INCREASING

INITIAL SLAC.K
A.ND ALLOW
HOLD TO
SETILEIN

2

-,

PRESSURE

0

2

3

4

SECONDS

The lime graph shown above can be used to
illustrate the
control process. With the
a minimum three-pound
to fire the rifle;
pressure is
sho,.vn on thi::· vertical axis ofthe graph_ The time in
seconds for the
control process is shown on
the horizontal axis. The first fev,.
involve
the desired sight picture.
picture
the shooter starts
pressure on the
and
continue"' to try to improve
al ,vhich the rifle fires should be a
"hooter-there is no relaxation of ho1d and the
shooter continues to
to achieve the best possible
picture for one full second after the rifle fires.
The actual time it takes to complete the entire
p1·ocess may vary from six to
seconds.

5

6

7

Notice the
of the thumb
lop of the stock and pointed
between the index
clear indication that the
the stock when pressure is

How you place your hand on the stock and
your index
engages the trigger will effect
your ability to fire a good shot. The gun hand grasps
the
of the stock
hut vvithout
strain. The thumb should point for,vard and rest
along the top of the stock it. should not curl over
the
of the stock. The indt•x
should engage
the
at the first.joint
ahead ofthe first
At no poinl :-;hould the index
touch the
stock. When
pn-·sStU'e is
by the
index finger. it must be
to the rear.

the

Interrupting The
Sequence:
There are situations ,vhen a shooter should
interrupt the
sequence; they are:
• Running out of breath.
• :'.Vlental distraction

• Deterioration of hold.
dt•cide to

where pressure on
first, then you relax your hold. Should you
this sequence and relax your hold just as the rit1e
you are
to have a bad shoL
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This sudden pressure 1,vill pull the
sure is
rifle down before tlw
dears the barrel:it
so
that
shooter may not realize
that aim has been
disturbed. The result is
a shot outside the

you should kno,v

..
..
it out

vvhen you aim .

urw I or t,vo I

breaths and

before each shot will help you relax

term,:; are used
in the
The
balance ,,fthe Shooter's Guide and must be under,.;tood be!ore
ng-on.
Hold. This i,-, a tenn
shooters 1n
the process of
an accurate
,,;hot "Hold" refors to the steadiness ,vith vvhich the
shooter can maintain the rifle while
and
Perfect hold ,vould mean that the shooter
was able to a.im and fire the rifle without any
moveim·nt:
tlw most advanced
are
able to achieve th i ,-,_
shooters rn ust learn
to
rnnvernent of the rifle and
to fire each
:-;hot wlule the rifle is steadiest or their ''hold" is at
it:-; he;;t.

Sometimes a hunteL
knowing his
are off in one
V.'ill aim
in the other direction from his
this is ea 1led
age.'" It is a very
not
When you are able to ;;tart
, it is verv
that the eenter
shot group will not be in m· near the 10 ring·. Resist
the
to take
to
your shot group into lhe middle of the bull. Score
has no
at this
and you must
concentrate
the
You will learn hmv to
your
thP
of the pellet to tlw Cf'nter
IX.

movEmwnt from the
a!h•r the slack is taken up to the point where the
rille fires is called creep. There is about 1/4 inch of
85:J
. As you are""'~'--"·"'
pressure, the
will be

three shots on
able to
\vi lh :-;ome degree of closeness is the first
a 1ww ;;:hooter must
indicatps how well and ,vith what
a
shoc,ter can aim and fire a rifle. The smaller the
gnmp, the betier. The best group one
achieve
to fire l hree or more shots through the same hole,
bur e,;en
s-eldom do this.
shoute•rs should be
when
can, after
,.;,m1P practice. fire a three-shot J.,'TOt.p that can be
. Once a shooter is able to
the task of skill

the
aiming and
many benefits of
the text.

Jerk. To
is the most common
control mistake made
ne,v shooters. A jerk is
when a shooter
sees perfect
and
immediate
pressure
the rifle to fire an instant after
pres-
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later in

CHAPTER VII

Mental

If you've
any sports coverage on
television,
heard it time and again. "This
is 90
mental," says the athlete of his
or her event. '\Vhat does that mean? AH you see is
the skier skiing, the skater
the runner
running. It looks very
so what's this
''mental" stuff all about?
The "mental" aspect is what allows some
athletes to out perform equally skilled peers. The
mind is the most mysteriously pm1verful part of the
body,
learning to use your mind will give you
the competitive edge needed to do your best at any
endeavor. You ,vill hear this "mental'' aspect
addressed by various names; mental training,
, and visualization are a few "'"''""'!-'''"'"'·
Lanny Bassham is considered
many to be
the fbremost authority on "mental training'' as it

relates to the
theories out of a
"match
that
an
Olympic Gold Medal in 1972.
researched, and finally
system he calls ":\fontal "'H""'·~'"
the
he returned to the Olympics in
1976 and \von the Gold ;\,fodal frir smallbore rifle
shooting.
Bassharn went on to ,vin the '\\'orld
Championship in 1978 before he gave up serious
competition to coach. teach and ,vrite about mental
training.
'\\Te have asked l\fr. Bassham to v.rrite a
for this Guide to
what the
needs to knovl

"The Mental Game"
By Lenny Bassham

From my own experience as a shooting
1 have observed that beginning shooters who start
their learning experience with an understanding of
the mental process and a few simple techniques
will stand a better chance of becoming good shooters; in addition, they will master the fundamentals
at a
pace. My goal is to give you the tools you
need to do your best in this course or in any

WILL

l

I

'MEMORY

----·

you face in life.
Before W(" get started. glance at the model of
hO\V the mind works in relation to n,c.-Mnfl""
no matter what we do, is a function of
three mental processes-the conscious mind, the
subconscious mind, and the self image. Let's take
a look at how each process ,vorks.

.---

Conscious Mind

than one thought or picture at a time is too much for
the conscious mind to handle.
are
from
These
or
three sources: our
our memory and
our will. We most often tend to think about the
that our environment
\Vhen we
are in a
we tend I although not
think aboul what is being taught. Through the

The conscious mind has the power to control
our thoughts, set our goals, and even distract us
and set us dreaming. This is where vve concentrate,
form our decisions, reason and argue. The conscious mind, however, is limited to just one picture
or thought at a time. Anything that requires more
7- 1

We can. if',ve
anytime and anyor
at a tirne.
but
and weakness ofthe mental
This is both a
process that we must lenrn how to use for our own
benefit.

our average perour
says, "'That is not like me!"
and throws in a rniscue to
us hack in line. Ihve
are
well below our average, self
,vill cause us to finish strong so that ,,_,,e fit within
t}w comfort zone of our self
Our
'vVe arE• born
neutral and build in our attitudes and habits
our lives. This course is structured to
you build a
self
- a self
that will
you the confidence and drive you need
to do your best.
Good perfrirmance
II result when you have
all the circles the three mental processes) in balanc(· and working
. Now lefs take a look at
ho,N the three circles \Viii
be relating as
you start
this course.

we can control our
concentrate on

Most athletic n1aneuVE·rs that are
done look
to the uneducated
It looks like

not all at the same time.
The subconscious. hff1vever\ is quite capable of
all the steps in the
In fact. the
subconscious mind can
almost limitless
functions at the same time. No one can calculate
how many. but the number is in the millions.
Our
m
as in any athletic maneuver. is to train our subconscious mind to control the
act of
a shot. Hmv do we do this?
repetition.
In the
you will han° to control the
many
involved in firing a ;:;hot with the
conscious mind. You can
to feel
and
Don't let this hother you:
it is a
goes
and is no
a ,;hooter you will become.
As you
the
m
your subconscious starts to take over and you will begin to
subconscious skill that allo,;vs you to control all ofthP
in the shot
process.

Conscious

Self Image

In the
ng, your consewus mind will
have to lw doii-1g
all the work and your
subconscious and self
will be underdevelHo,v can you huild up your subconscious"
There are many
you can take but for nm:v all
you need lo be C(lnCPrned about

it is
How do :vou build up the self
start hy
your homework and
to class
You can also find time for extra
of the new skills you are
These are habits
or

Your self
''makes you ad like you." It is
of the sum total of your subconscious
habits and your attitudes. The self
is like a
valve that turns success nn and off. Ifwe are

to

you build your mental

will look like this:
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CHAPTER VIII

Prone

osition
a ;;ling is used to transfer the
of
the rifle from your musdes to your bones: this will
even more stability. Before dealing \vith
of the prone
we must first
learn to get into the sling and how io adjust it.

the least
we move from the
to prone, the steadiest of all
In the prnnP
both the elbows
the entire
are placed in contact the
area of
ln

Getting into and Using the Web Sling
To put thP
steps.

'" Place the arm
on :vour uppe1· arm above
near the shoulder. This •Nill minimize
effect and
the best

on you arm, take the

the Arm Loop
until it is snug
to remain in place on your arm. It should
never be so
that it restricts the flow of blood
1n your arm.

"Open the arm loop ,vide
your upper arm.

to

it over

• Slip your arm into the loop. If vou are
shooting right handed and thf' butt stock is
to
rest on your right. shoulder. Uw sling will go on your
lefl arm. The metal keepe1· should be on the outside
of your arm (not on the inside· toward the
with the rounded end pointing to the rear.

A diaper pin may be used to
slipping dovvn on the arm.

8-i

from

The
is attached the rifle by a detachable
s,vivel which connects to a
on the
forward end of the pump handle. To attach the
open the
on the
swivel and take

( counterclockwise

'" Insert
attachnwnt
over the

hand and
" Hold the rifle with your
forward from your arm
extend the
·without any tv'list in the

The
To shorten the
pull on the tab end of the rifle

one half turn clockwise
from the left shoulder 1.
of the
swivel into the
on the rifle and dose the

inne1·
of the
near the
on the rotmdPd end oftfo,
on thr· inner

nch of

it wi
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you \vill he

Learning the Prone Position
Nov,· we can move on to learn the
elements
of the prone
which will be illustrated in
photos fr;llov.led

1. The body is behind the rifle at an
to 20 degrees from the line of fire.

6. The left arm should be relaxed ,:vith the
the weight of the ri tle. The
should
be flat (not twisted.I as it runs over the back of the
hand and vvrist.

oflO

2. The left
is
with the toe pointed
inward or straight back (never to the outside as th is
creates tension.I. lf you stand
over the
shooter, you should be able to run a straight line
from the left hand, through the left arm. left side
and left
3. The right
is drawn up
at the knee. This takes some
and diaphragm frir easier breathing. The right leg
below the knee is
parallel with the left leg.
The right toe points outvrnrd.

The forearm :,;tock rests in the small
in the
oft1w left hand. The
and thumb are
7.

the rifle.

4. The left elbow should be about one hand
width to the left of directly under the 11-fle.

"the friction will di:,;turb you aim and
pull the
. Ry
the thumb
of the stock rather than acrnss it. the
pressun? can be
straight to
the rear more easil.v.

5. The head is as erect as
with the
cheek resting
on the stock. The head may tip
forward slightly hut should not tip
either side.
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The
in the prone
is to be able to
relax almost
and let hone and the sling
your
Once you have achieved
you may not he
at the
If you
have to use muscle to force the gun in any direction
to
it to bear on the
you are
Therefore you rn ust move your entire
it were a statue, to
the gun
lJse the
of aim in prone:
reference to the
be
.. Repeat the above
your
are on a vertical line with the
..
the elevation you need is a
matter of
your left hand forward on the
stock to lower the front
or
it back to
raise the front

'--------------------·-----~

then look down
without
your
settle. Then look

to find your natural
small incremental
bring your
The ultimate in natural
ofaim and relaxed
would be to be able to fall
and then to wake up and find
for the
We are still
Nho can do this!

back
front
needs to move right or left to come to
bear on the

1

move your
without
the left elbow as a
direction
that you \Vant to move the front

8-4

Charging Your Rifle
Pumping in Prone. To charge the air rifle from
the prone position, roll onto your left shoulder and
upper arm. Use the most natural/comfortable of
the two fi)llowing methods.

Turn the rifle over, keep rear sights off the floor,
hold the stock down with your right
and lift the
pump handle.

handle

the pistol grip as shown and extend pump
lifting the rifle.

by Bassham

Don't neglect standing. You are learning the prone
position and with the introduction of the
it
vvill take a little longer to get all the \Vrinkles ironed
ouL As you work on the new position, don't forget
about standing. It is your most important position.
It is where most matches are won or lost. It is the
easiest position to learn and the hardest to master.
In any given week, fully 50%
training time
should be
on the standing position.
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the
group
about ,...,.here the group is on your
target. Now that you are
it is time
to learn how
your
so that the center of
your shot group vviJl be in the center of the
Done
, this will also result in the

are used
of
shot. The elevation knob I.on
I moves the shot
up or down on the
The
knob ,: on
the
side) moves the shot to the left or
The
of the knobs is measured in clicks
'which can he felt as the knob is turned. It takes six
clicks to move the strike of the
the '1Vidth of
the Air Rine
\Ve are

U.~CLU.,F,

it has two knobs which
is a
down on the
what you will see:

from

process:

" Fire a three-shot g·roup,

this is

.. rviark the center
WINDAGE KNOB

of the shot group.

• Calculate hmv many clicks of windage and
elevation arc needed to nwve the center
of'the
group to the center of the

~

.. l\I1ake the needed
Lets use the three-shot group illustrated below
to demonstrate the
calculation,

3
PEEP SIGHT

The table below shows the direction that the
knobs must be turned to move the shot

group.

Knob

Up

Down
Left

on
direction to move the
for elevation and
for
with
usage, these arrmvs rub
off You should memorize
and
clockwise/down and left· counter clockwise."
small dot has been

mate
A dashed horizontal ne
d~
anhEnatone
u;;e fhr lhe elevation calculation. A dashed
line
liPen drawn t
the dot

9

Be bold in

your sights. Think of it as
a little too far than not far
enough.
you should try to fire a second
three-shot. group to check your
There are man.v
that can affect your aim
and result in subtle movements of your shot-group
center.
in
your
position, eye relief, even .vour degree of tension or
1·elaxation can all impact on your shot group.
If you are are
for
don't
group. Ivlake
as they are needed based on at least three shots.

with a "W" at one end to calculate
Elevation. The line in the illustration is
2 1/2 rings too high_
six clicks per
rings X 6 clicks per
== Hi), \Ve find that
we have to come down 15 dicks. That will
a counter-clockwise turn of the elevation knob_
Windage. The line in the illustration is :3
to the left of cent1:.~r.
our formula :3
6 clicks per
\Ve find that we have to come
right 18 dicks. That will
a clockwise turn
of the
knob.

Backlash
This is a problem inherent in most
sights. Backlash occurs when you
direction of movement (or
your
sights and the
does not immediately respond
in the new direction.
The sights on the Daisy 85:3/95:3 may have from
one to three clicks of backlash. Vi/hen you
the direction of movement (i.e., you have been
moving your sights to the left and you start moving

.,, you must add the number nf
back to the
dicks needed to compensate for the backlash in
your sights.
Since it n,ay be
in each set of
you \Vill have to determine the backlash on the rifle
you
This can be done
the
scale when you change direction. In
the
all you
need lo do is add two
clicks when you

Scoring
Beginning shooters are usually over-anxious
to start
their
. Their full
concentration should be on
and
the fundamentals with their success being
measured by group size rather than score, Shooters
who start the qualification program
out in
Chapter XI will find that for the Tyro Skill Lt1veL
group size and
to make
are more important than score. From this point on.
your coach may ask you to score a
as a
exercise but don't get too excited if your
score is high or low in relation lo the other shooters.
Scores are used to measure
They
determine who wins. !\fore
shooter has mastered the
provide a means of
development. '!'he criteria
a
target must be the same
as next year if srnres
are to be
compared.
Scoring calls for a
set of rules and the
application of honest judgement where the calls
are close. In competitions a match official will score
your
As a
will
usua1ly do the initial sco1ing ofyour own
then your coach ,vill check your work. This
up
and
lets the shooter lrnmv the
results.

The basic rule of scoring are illustrated in the
folltw,·ing

6
7

5

6

A .shot which straddles two
the ualue
the h
abocc

r-;cored as u .,,Ten.

NOTE: The dot in the center of the bull is the

"1 ()
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A shot which cuts the outside line of a
,.vill be
the
value of the
This is an easy call if it actually cuts into the
line as shown belmv.

The person
may
on close or
calls. This is
of metal with a flange that is
.177
caliber. When
in a shot
the value of the
use a

This shot U)ould be an
It i.s much more difficult to call a shot which
merely touched the line because the paper has a
to leave a
smaller hole than the
actual size of the
In this situation you must
make your call
and
leave the final ue,_H'.,JIUH
the

1u.,~u.,u,i. It is generally
l..ost Points
much faster to add up
lost on each shot
rather than the total scorn. 'I'he
the three
we
and an "8."
the Jost
would be two ''8's'' and a "2". The
above
shows hmv
should be marked
Lost
Points Method.

This shot u•ould he a seven when

The above shot barely touches the line and scores
Shooters may
a seven after it has been
never plug their own shots.
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Name

8~ad A1tJt1cf2:

Position (circle one): P
Date

S

@

;t,(t1.JI' 21

2
0
3

5

1

11
50
-11

39

Rifle Tyro Target

USA Shooting

a Five Shot Target. When you have
detennined the lost
value
lost from a
maximum value of l(l) for a shot. draw a short line
out from the shot hole ,vith the number
points lost at the end oft he line. Do not
touch the shot hole with vour pen or pencil or in any
other way disturb the ~hot hole. For your total
score, add up the lost
and subtract from 50
I for a five shot
In the example above, ,ve
calculate the total score as 1'6llows: 50 points possible
less 11
lost =a total score of :39
vVe
have done the math on the
you will
quickly learn to do it in your head. Note that the 10
ring is the small dot in the middle.

Positive thinking. Don't dwell on what you
do wrong, don't tell the other shooters how
you fired a bad shot, and don"t listen to
their stories about bad shots. If you have a
bad shot, forget about it. Concentrate on
your good shots and how you got them.
If you are having difficulty, think of it
as a challenge and look for solutions.
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The

has a smaller area of
than prone and a higher center
as a result, balance
can become a very
;;c,,,.uJljc, into a solid
your
to maintain it.
The critical elements of the
position
are listed below.
should be used by both the
shooter and the
when
the

7. The left shin
is vertical \vhen
viewed from the
front and the left
forearm should
form a
line
with the lcnver left

8. The t,vo
with each other.
can't be maintained.

:3!"5
parallel, balance

the
2. Shoulders

lrelaxl forward.

:J. The back of the left elbow rests on the left
knee I.or forward of the knee.I. Most shooters will

find they have a flat

on the back

above the elbO\v that will fit
of the knee cap.
above the

9. The tailbone of the shooter is centered over
the heal of the
foot. The
font is
vertical ,vith the wes strdched out and relaxed
I rather than curled under in a starter stance

should be

on the left arm
of the sling should be
of the rifle is
and hon(,.

5. Head is
level.
6. The right hand
and the thumb rests
arm is relaxed.

eyes
grasps the
the
of the stock. The

10.

and left ann form
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from ahO\'e, the rifle, shoulder"

tri

of

Natural Point of Aim

¥{hen you get into the kneeling position. you
will be
25 to 80 degrees to the right of your
target and actually
some,vhat across your
Once you have achieved a position vvhich
provides the most support and the steadiest hold,
you may not be pointing at your target. Use the
following
to achieve natural point of aim.
"You have built your
reference to the
To the degree
than mm,cle) support your
bone and sling
position.
• Look
your sights, then
dO\vn
andawayandrelax
your
settle). Then
look back through your
and determine if you
need to move right or left to come to bear <m the
"' Using your
roll as a pivot point,
move your front knee and foot in the direction that

you want your front sight to move. Think of your
body as a statue that you are turning slightly to
nr,nn,:.r11v aim the rifle.
.. Repeat the above steps incrementally until
target.

you have the proper lateral relation to

"' Getting the
is again a matter
of
your supporting hand on the forearm of
the stock: fonvard to lO\ver and back to raise the
front sights. This may not provide enough
on your body configurations
and position. Placing the toe of the stock higher in
the shoulder will lower the front sight. You can also
s1ide the front foot
to lower the
sight
but this may impact on balance and hold.
Finding the best
position is a series
tradeoffs that will
considerable
experimentation until your optimum hold is
achieved.

.... tips by Bassham

Rhythm. Learn to be efficient \'.lith your time as
you prepare for and fire a shot. Some shooters
take so long
to fire a
that
are
by the time they get around
to it. Others will hang on so
to fire
the perfect shot that they suffer oxygen
by the time the shot breaks. You should work for
the shot firing sequence \Vith no wasted motion.
a rhythm or cadence that
you
vVhile
going well, keep moving
fonvard.
This ,vill not come overnight for the nevi
shoote1' but it is what you should be striving for.

'{ou can't expect to rernember and be able to
have read or studied the
Hshould
for

to a "Rhoulder to shoulder"
there are
matches in which you can
fire your
at home and send them off to be
scored. lt takes
to
the results but it
allows individuals to test their skill
shooter,,; in other
of the
home,

exan1
measure how much you kno,v and how ,veil you
can shoot at
one
a benchmark measure the
skills.
don't use your
waste mvay.
however, will depend upon
:,'our
and skills to work
are some action steps you can take to accelerate
your ,;;,kill
nevv

and to work nut
\Vith air guns you are
able to
many pl aces that
not be
of

fire." ln
all the

up and
scores but the average
train
1f you are to
and
vvhen and where you want,
you IlE't~d to have your o,vn
The inside
of the back cover list:,; sources for
and

Thi;;: means you can
in front of the TV.

dcr,vn in their
trend will be

and
more ofren if
other shooters. This
nerves and mental
shooter. It also
benchmark
which you can measure your
progress.

... _.., .. ~·--·,U ....,",~ ...,u.u._ Club. Pick

any
or team-and you will find
that the athletes of that
form themselves
into some sort of club
It is
from other athletes
to overcome some of the same
are, or vvho are
to\vard
to teach what you knmv about
another less skilled
understand it better.

Enroll in a

National Guard ,Junior Air Ril1e
lJ.S.
rang·s:: at West Point.

The
shooter to
chart his or her own progress i;, to enroll in a self~

at the
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paced qualification
program. There are
several available to choose from but we feel that
the most effective for
level shooters using
the Daisy Model 853/953 air rifles is the Jr.
Shooting Sports USA Skill Awards Program
developed to complement the Posiition Air Rifle
Course. The initial recognition award
central
is
after the shooter has
demonstrated a solid understanding of the
rules and an ability to
fire three shot
groups. The first award is within reach of any

and apply the fundamentals
standards become more
dernanding as a shooter progresses up the skill
ladder. Only exceptional shooters who have
worked
to perfect their
skill
and then refined it in
will be able to
achieve the
awards in the order that they must be earned are
the Initial
Award (for Safety and
Basic Skillsl followed by Tyro. Challenger,
Advanced, and l\!Iedalist.

JR . SHOOTING SPO

• SAFETY
• SPORTSMANSHIP
• ATHLETIC SKILLS

POSITI

AIR RIFL
TYR

(CHALLENGER)
( ADVANCED )

1 -2

.... tips by Bassham
Goal Setting. What is the difference between a wish and a goal? In both cases
you want something. With a
that is all there is - just a wish. To have a goal,
you must devise a plan for achieving your goal. Now that you are about graduate
from this course, it is a good time to think about setting some goals for
Goals should
out of reach (take some time and
not out of sight. The
prospect of reaching them should excite you or you won't be motivated to work for
them.
The goal setting process is quite simple and you can use it
areas of your life.
The steps in the process are listed below. Writing out your answers to each
will
greatly increase your probability of achieving your goal.
• Define the Goal. Be specific ("I want to average 90/100 in standing" rather
than vague
want to improve my standing scores.").
'" When do you want it?
" List the pay value (your reasons wanting it).
" Develop your plan to reach it

.. Is the prize worth the
Ifno,

the goal.

If yes, schedule the resources
people such as a coach) needed to achieve it.

money, and help from other

Once you have completed your goal setting plan, show it to the people who can
help you (parents,
teachers, coaches) and post it where you can read it
every day; this will help you stay focused on your goal.
One last thought. It has been said that "You should write your goals in concrete
and your plans in sand!" The point is don't be afraid to change your
if you can
improve it.
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Position Air Rifle Progress Record

JR. SHOOTING SPORTS ,USA SKILL AWARDS
Please Print

SHOOTER'S
NAM
E - - - - - -mi- - - - - -last
------·
lirst

HOME PHONE----·-·····--····
_/_/
mo

day

AGE. _ _

yr

GRADE IN SCHOOL

To be determined by coach:

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Hand:

Eye:

Shoot:

- award requirements and progress record follow - -

-

-

-

-

-

-

[@MEDALIS~]

INITIAL RECOGNITION AWARD

• Pass verbal or written test on the general
safety rule and the four range safety rules.
• Properly follow safety rules on the range
during training, instruction and practice
(duration determined by coach).

-

JR .. SHOOTING SPORTS

• Fire four groups (three shots per group) from
the standing position that can be completely
covered by a two inch circle.
Groups Fired:

Date

Date_ __

• SAFETY
• SPORTSMANSHIP
• ATHLETIC SKILLS

Date- - -

POSITION AIR RIFLE

Award Presented: _ _ _ _ __

(

dale

TYRO

)

J

( CHALLENGER

( ADVANCED )
11- 4

-

Fire four Tyro Air Rifle
from the standing position, five shots on each target To qualify
all five shots must be completely within the six

a

D

DATE

SCORE

SCORE

DATE

D_
SCORE

DATE

Level Two: Fire four Tyro Air Rifle
a
all five shots must score as a seven or
shooter, and the math must be correct.

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

position, five shots on each
each shot must be scored correctly

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

To qualify
the

DATE

PRONE:
Level
Fire four Tyro Air Rifle Targets from the prone
target all five shots must be completely within the

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

five shots on each target. To qualify a

SCORE

DATE

level Two: Fire four
Air Rifle
from the prone position, five shots on each target
all five shots must score as a nine or
each shot must be scored correctly
the
the math must be correct.
SCORE

DATE

o_
SCORE

DATE

1---1

!_______, _ _ __

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

KNEELING:
Level One: Fire four Tyro Air Rifle
from the kneeling
a
all five shots must be completely within the seven
DATE

SCORE

level Two: Fire four
Air Rifle
a
all five shots must score as an
and the math must be correct.
SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

flve shots on each

SCORE

To qualify

DATE

five shots on each target. To qualify
from the kneeling
or better, each shot must be scored correctly by the shooter,

SCORE

DATE

The

SCORE

DATE

requirements have been satisfied.
s,gna!ure

Score is not a determinant at this level but it is
group
making
adjustments.

11
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(CHALLENGER)
PRONE: Fire five AR 5/5 Targets from the prone position. There should be two shots in each of the five bulls
on the target To qualify a target, the minimum score ls 80 out of 100 possible, each shot must be scored
correctly by the shooter, and the math must be correct.

o_
SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

o_ o_ o_
SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

STANDING: Fire five AR 5/5 Targets from the standing position. There should be two shots in each of the
five bulls on the target. To qualify a target, the minimum score is 55 out of 100 possible, each shot must be
scored correctly by the shooter, and the math must be correct.

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

o_ o_
SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

KNEELING: Fire five AR 5/5 Targets from the kneeling position. There should be two shots in each of the
five bulls on the target. To qualify a target, the minimum score is 70 out of 100 possible, each shot must be
scored correctly by the shooter, and the math must be correct.

o ____ o _ o _ o _ o ___
SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

The Challenger Award is presented when all of the position requirements have been satisfied.

Challenger Award presented - ·

date

.. By --------,--,-------·-

(ADVANCED)
ADVANCED I: Five 3P courses must be fired with minimum scores of 220 out of 300 possible on the
AR 5/5 or the AR 5/10 Air Rifle Targets. Each 3P course of fire must be fired at the same event or practice
session.

SCORE

DATE

o_
SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

o_
SCORE

DATE

ADVANCED II: Five 3P courses must be fired with minimum scores of 235 out of 300 possible on the AR
5/5 or the AR 5/1 Oair rifle targets. Each 3P course of fire must be fired at the same event or practice session.

o_ o_ o_ o_ o_
SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

SCORE

DATE

The Advanced Award is presented when all the requirements of Advanced I and Advanced II have been
completed.
Advanced Award presented _ _ _ _ _ _ B y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - signature

date
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Beeman Precision Airguns
5482 Argosy Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
800/227-2744

Accuracy International
PO Box 2019
Bozeman. MT 59715
406/587-7922
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Cost: $12 including shipping. To order. send check
and your mailing address to Bill Krilling. 6622 Trapper
Way, Midland, GA 31820.

.. ..
.. .

~

.

POC: Mike Panos. Complete line of paper targets.
Send for Junior Program Price List.

fl'

....•

..

.

Advanced Shooting References

Shooting for Gold (Rifle)

fl'

Competitive shooting equipment & supplies. National
Anschutz Service Center . Fiberglass stocks & custom
gun work on target rifles. Supplies & equipment to
officiate international competition. Send for catalog.

.

-

••

Competitive shooting supplies. Complete hne of shooting apparel (coats, mats & gloves). All air gun equipment. Exclusive agent for Walther. Send for catalog .

.

..

....•

.

POC : Special Market Programs Office. Moderately
priced air rifles and pistols, accessories. targets and
traps. Send for price list.

A

...

A

.

..

POC : Jack Foster. Complete line of competitive shooting equipment and supplies. Send for catalog.

Neal Joh nson's Gu nsmithing, Inc.
208-B West Buchanan Street
Colorado Springs. CO 80907
719/632-3795

•

....

-

Champ ion's Choice
201 International Boulevard
Laverne, TN 37086
615/793-4066

by Bill Krilling

~

A

..

A

POC: Don Walker. Feinwerkbau (FWB) air rifles and
pistols, accessories. and air gun supplies. Complete
line of pellets. Send for catalog.

.•

Daisy Manufactur ing Company, Inc.
PO Box 220
Rogers. AR 72757-0220
8007643-3458

fl'

.

.. Shooting Equipment and Supplies

•

Speedwell Targets
136 Lincoln Road
Middlesex. NJ 08846
800/243-8274

.

.

i

....

..

......... ..
.
~

. .. . ..

AA

..

A

"

.. ...
,.

.
~

..

.

..

•

Rrogram Assistance
Jr. Shooting Sports USA
PO Box 3207
Brentwood , TN 37024-3207
61 5/831-0485

POC: Leo Lujan. Training material, qualification/skill
awards. quarterly newsletter for junior coaches, and
shooting program support. Call for personalized
assistance.

The American Legion Junior SIS Program
PO Box 1055
Indianapolis. IN 49206
317/630-1210

POC: Mike Buss. Training material and The American Legion Junior Air Rifle Tournament.
http://www.legion .org

National Rifle Association
11250 Waples Mill Road
Fairfax. VA 22030
703/267-1473

POC: Margaret Schoap. Training material. qualification awards. and competitive programs.

USA Shooting
One Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs. CO 80909
719/578-4882

POC : Randy Moeller. Competition and advanced
training opportunities. Sanction tournaments for
international disciplines. Individual and JUnior club
memberships.

National Guard Marksmanship Center
Camp Robinson
North Uttle Rock. AR 721 18-2200
501 /212-4534

POC : Lt Col Bob Baker. Junior Air Rifle Tournament
and advanced training opportunities.

Contmued on Inside Back Cover

GUN SAF.E:UYi RWltES 1iO ~IVE 8¥
• Treat every gun as if it were loaded
and ready to shoot.

• Never point a gun at anything you do
not want to shoot

• Never carry a gun into your home
camp or public place loaded or
cocked.

• Guns not being used should always
be unloaded.

• Always be sure your gun barrel is
clean and not plugged.
• Carry your gun so you can control
the direction of the muzzle, even if
you stumble.
• Be sure of your target before you pull
the trigger.

• Never climb a tree or fence or jump
a ditch with a loaded gun.
• Never shoot at a flat, hard surface or
the surface of water.
• Respect other people's property.

